Ferris Farms

We grow large quantities of a wide variety of vegetables with organic methods, placing a high value on sustainability. If you are mature and possess a responsible work attitude, as well as reliable, organized work habits, we invite you to participate in growing a year-round garden in the Ann Arbor area.

RESPONSIBILITIES, DUTIES, AND JOB REQUIREMENTS:
Garden and Hoop House activities (dependent on time of year) include soil preparation, direct seed and transplanting, transplanting, composting, weeding, plant propagation, watering, harvesting, sowing and saving seed, hoop house planting, and other skills. We grow food for the local sale. We cultivate large quantities of a variety of vegetables with organic methods, placing a high value on sustainability.

PREFERRED SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE:
Qualified applicants must have previous organic gardening experience, Hoop House experience and be excited about teaching and learning from others, coordinating projects, and working cooperatively. Gardening can be strenuous and/or repetitive at times, and does require endurance in an outdoor environment. Important traits include interest, enthusiasm, responsibility, and a cooperative attitude. A formally educated Organic Gardener is preferred.

If you have a passion for growing your own food and want to share this with others then we would love to hear from you. Send current resume, desired wage, and a cover letter describing your interest to epapow@fedcap.com. Only serious, qualified applicants will be considered.